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On May 15 2006 the US Supreme Court overturned the

longstanding practice of issuing permanent injunctions

against adjudged patent infringers as a matter of course.

The decision arose from a case brought by

MercExchange, a patent holding company, against eBay,

the online auction giant. Although the practical effect of

the eBay decision remains to be seen, it appears that the

decision may broadly affect the rights of all patent

plaintiffs – both trolls and non-trolls.

Decision

In eBay v MercExchange (126 S Ct 1837 (2006)) the

Supreme Court vacated a permanent injunction imposed

by the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals against eBay’s

‘Buy It Now’ feature. The case reached the Supreme

Court after a jury in Virginia found eBay liable for

infringement of two MercExchange patents and awarded

$35 million in damages. After the jury verdict, the

Virginia district judge declined to issue a permanent

injunction against the ‘Buy It Now’ feature. However, the

federal circuit reversed the district judge’s decision and

ordered that a permanent injunction be imposed. The

federal circuit based its reversal on the district judge’s

failure to apply the “general rule that courts will issue

permanent injunctions against patent infringement

absent exceptional circumstances” (MercExchange v eBay,

401 F 3d 1323 (Fed Cir 2005)).

The Supreme Court disagreed. Observing that the

Patent Act merely provides that injunctive relief ‘may’ –

not ‘shall’ or ‘will’ – issue, the Supreme Court

unanimously held that the federal circuit’s “general

rule...that a permanent injunction will issue once

infringement and validity have been adjudged” was

inappropriate. According to the unanimous Supreme

Court, the appropriate test for determining whether to

issue a permanent injunction against patent infringement

was the traditional four-factor equitable test, which

requires the plaintiff to demonstrate that:

• it has suffered an irreparable injury;

• the remedies available at law are inadequate to

compensate for that injury;

• considering the balance of hardships between the

plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity is

warranted; and

• the public interest would not be disserved by a

permanent injunction.

As, in the Supreme Court's view, neither the district

nor appellate court had properly applied the four-factor

test in deciding whether to issue the injunction, the

Supreme Court remanded the case back to the district

court for reconsideration under the proper standard. In

so doing, the Supreme Court noted that it took “no

position on whether permanent injunctive relief should

or should not issue in this particular case”.

Although all the justices agreed that the four-factor

test should govern the issuance of permanent injunctions

in patent cases, two groups among the justices offered

additional views as to how the four-factor test might be

best applied by the lower courts. In a concurring opinion

written by Chief Justice Roberts and joined by Justices

Scalia and Ginsburg, the chief justice observed that since

“at least the early 19th century, courts have granted

injunctive relief upon a finding of infringement in the

vast majority of patent cases”. Noting the “basic

principle of justice that like cases should be decided

alike”, the chief justice counselled that “a page of history

is worth a volume of logic” when applying the four-

factor test to particular cases.

The second concurring opinion took a pre-emptive

swipe against “firms [that] use patents...primarily for

obtaining licensing fees” (so-called ‘patent trolls’).

Observing that the profusion of such firms is a recent

phenomenon, Justice Kennedy, joined by Justices Stevens,

Souter and Breyer, argued that “[f]or these firms, an

injunction...can be employed as a bargaining tool to charge
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exorbitant fees” and that “[w]hen the patented invention

is but a small component of the product...an injunction

may not serve the public interest”.

Impact of eBay decision

The eBay decision has not yet percolated through the

lower courts sufficiently to reveal its long-term effects.

Even so, the decision has already had a major impact on

one widely followed patent case in the Eastern District of

Texas – the trolls’ favourite court – and has raised serious

questions about what might be required to prove

irreparable harm in future cases.

In z4 Technologies Inc v Microsoft Corp (2006 US Dist

LEXIS 40762 (ED Tex June 14 2006)) Judge Davis of the

US District Court for the Eastern District of Texas

declined to issue a permanent injunction against

Microsoft following a jury verdict of wilful patent

infringement. Although Davis found that all four factors

of the Supreme Court’s four-factor test favoured

Microsoft, he based his decision primarily on the absence

of irreparable harm. Specifically, he refused to apply the

established rule (from preliminary injunction

jurisprudence) that a strong showing of likely

infringement and validity raises a reputable presumption

of irreparable harm. Compare this with the judge’s

statement on preliminary injunctions in Pfizer Inc v Teva

Pharmaceuticals USA Inc (429 F3d 1364 (Fed Cir 2005)):

“We have consistently held that a district court should

presume that a patent owner will be irreparably harmed

when, as here, a patent owner establishes a strong

showing of likely infringement of a valid and enforceable

patent.” Instead, Davis viewed the Supreme Court’s

burden-assigning language (the “plaintiff must

demonstrate...[the four factors]”) in eBay as implicitly

eliminating any presumptions that might apply to any of

the four factors, including irreparable harm. To establish

irreparable harm the judge held that z4 would need to

show that, without the injunction, it would “suffer lost

profits, the loss of brand-name recognition or the loss of

market share because of Microsoft’s continued sale of

infringing products”. Finally, to ensure an adequate

remedy for z4 at law, Davis ordered Microsoft to file

quarterly reports of its continued infringing sales, thus

essentially establishing a compulsory licence.

It is questionable whether the Supreme Court in eBay

ever intended to foreclose the possibility that plaintiffs

could establish a presumption of irreparable harm by

demonstrating infringement and validity. There does not

appear to be anything in the eBay decision, or even in the

concurring opinions, that would prohibit presuming

irreparable harm under such circumstances.

Indeed, the eBay court unanimously rejected the idea

that a plaintiff which licensed but did not commercially

exploit its patents would be unable to meet the

irreparable harm requirement.

The mere fact that the plaintiff bears the burden of

proof for each of the four equitable factors does not

necessarily foreclose the use of evidentiary

presumptions. Presumptions do not shift the ultimate

burden of proof – Federal Rule of Evidence 301 states

that: “In all civil actions and proceedings not otherwise

provided for by Act of Congress or by these rules, a

presumption imposes on the party against whom it is

directed the burden of going forward with evidence to

rebut or meet the presumption, but does not shift to 

such party the burden of proof in the sense of the risk of

non-persuasion, which remains throughout the trial

upon the party on whom it was originally cast.”

Moreover, in the preliminary injunction context, the

plaintiff bears the burden of proof on each of four

equitable factors (see Hoop v Hoop, 279 F 3d 1004 (Fed Cir

2002)), and yet the plaintiff may still establish a

presumption of irreparable harm by showing a strong

likelihood of infringement and validity. It would seem

paradoxical to permit a showing of likely infringement

and validity to support a presumption of irreparable

harm in the preliminary injunction context, yet refuse to

permit a showing of actual infringement and validity to

support a corresponding presumption in the permanent

injunction context.

Conclusion

Regardless of how the z4 decision is ultimately decided

by the federal circuit, it appears clear that the landscape

for permanent injunctions has changed. Even ignoring

the patent trolls, a significant proportion of patent

litigation involves patents that do not cover the plaintiff's

own product or protect only minor features of the

plaintiff's product. Will refusal of permanent injunctive

relief become the rule in such cases, or even in all cases

where reasonable royalties are awarded, because the

plaintiff and defendant do not compete in the

marketplace? Probably not, but it could be argued that

the decision in z4 – which allows Microsoft, the adjudged

wilful infringer, to continue infringing because its

“continued infringement does not inhibit z4's ability to

market, sell or license its patented technology” –

effectively achieves this result.
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